2020/7/8
(utokyu ikki`s Night Story "Yakusho Backward Country")
Today is the day of "Tanabata, the star festival which the young cowboy and the weaving
princess meet in the night-sky once a year, and it is also our payday. Until now, our company
has endured it,
but at the last, with the sudden deterioration of business performance at Corona, we have no
choice but to cut salary from this month. Deterioration in business performance is down 40%.
However, if this will be reflected in the employee salary, the life of the employee could not be
easy,
Then I called the employees yesterday and explained that the cutting width would be reduced
by 10%.
On the other hand, on 9th of this month, we should carry out regular medical examinations
for employees, even if the discount of the corporate association is applied, this cost will be just
under 70,000 yen for three of us
It`s our first employee health checkup in the third year since the company was founded, so
expenses are treated as extraordinary expenses, and I(owner of restaurant ) imaged the special
director's special benefits that should be paid to the individual director as a financial source
(that very famous 100,000 yen for all people), but this does not come even if many nights and
days have passed.
In this case, if you cancel, but foreign employee is a father and mother of children’s as same
as Japanese family. Especially in the coming season of corona and the coming summer food
poisoning season, food and drink companies must pay attention to the physical condition
management of employees, so it cannot be stopped easily.
As a result, it is unavoidable that the above salary cut should be paid in this month. But, since
I have been originally paid 0 yen from the company established, I could not help it (I live only
on pension),
But in this morning, I was thinking so far, and suddenly noticed that no get ¥100,000, it makes
me owner confused and fallen into little hell, as the same( it's a long distance away, but it’s
the same situation for a foreign employee’s living in the same city),If ￥100000 our staffs still
not get yet, they will fall into confusion and troubles, I can easily forecast.
Therefore, I rethought again and put off this month's salary cut until the benefits are paid to
them.
For big scale companies, the deterioration of business results in July is reflected with a time
lag, in December bonus after six months delaying and the salary in the second half also, but
in a place like ours, which are tiny companies, we can’t afford it. If we will not act promptly,
we will be in trouble with funding from tomorrow, and we will not even be able to purchase

ingredients.
Then for the further and newly cost cutting, I decided to stop renewing the vehicle insurance
for one of the two home delivery cars that will be scheduled next month. In short, “we do not
drive one car'',
But whether or neither, they know such underwater dealings and the pains at the bottom of
hell, or in a neighboring city just 200 meters away, the benefits have already been paid in midJune. However, the fact that the residents of this city have not yet received, the city officers
shut their eyes and ears to it, and tax offices inside located in this city area merely require
documents and reports repeatedly without re-thinking and improving efforts from the same
system as before.
If My number card (like Japanese style ID card) will run correctly, and will linked to other
offices functionally, our waste efforts were dynamically reduced...
But, but, b~ut, no changed, the similar documents to be submitted should be sent one after
another without any improvement like above.
Right now, Corona's brutality is just like a "backward country of government offices"
compared to other countries.
I`d like to say
“Too much is enough, much more is Stupid!! No need such analog offices and officers!!”
I`d like to say...

